
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 8: Change at the Center
Section 1: Gathering Data
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Tally Sheets, Stem and Leaf, Spreadsheets, and making decisions



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?
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We are going to gather and organize data.  The next slides asks students to analyze the 
question and choose the best method for collecting the data



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?
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  We’ll give options in the next slide, but have students brainstorm and discuss different 
options for effectively collecting the data.



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?

Option 1: Tally Sheet

food tallies

sloppy joe

pizza

crispitoes

hamburger

corn dog
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tally sheets



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?

Option 1: Tally Sheet

food tallies

sloppy joe III

pizza IIII  IIII

crispitoes IIII  IIII  III

hamburger IIII

corn dog I
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sample



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?

Option 2: Digital Survey
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digital survey - in this case, powered by google (documents.google.com)



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?

Option 2: Digital Survey

Summary of
 Results:
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digital survey - in this case, powered by google (documents.google.com), but there are other 
free options on the web (examples: zoomerang, moodle, blogger)



What’s the favorite lunch at your school?

How could we answer this question?  How would you gather 
and organize the data?

Option 2: Digital Survey

Detailed
 Results:
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digital survey - in this case, powered by google (documents.google.com)



What question are we trying to answer?

1) How should we collect our data?

2) How should we organize and represent the data collected?

3) How do we analyze the data?

3 Questions about our Question
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  Statistics is the branch of mathematics that is applied most often.  Students need to think in 
terms of data collection, representation, and summary in order to be competitive in the 
global marketplace.  
  The following slides present ideas for each question, for us to consider.



What question are we trying to answer?

1) How should we collect our data?
    tally sheet, stem-and-leaf  plot, survey, digital survey, etc.

2) How should we organize and represent the data collected?

3) How do we analyze the data?

3 Questions about our Question
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  When gathering data, which method will best suit our needs.  Are we collecting data from 
many people over great distances?... perhaps we should use an online survey.  Are we asking 
a sample of people a simple multiple choice question?... perhaps just a tally sheet. 



What question are we trying to answer?

1) How should we collect our data?
    tally sheet, stem-and-leaf  plot, survey, digital survey, etc.

2) How should we organize and represent the data collected?
    spreadsheet, bar- , line- , or pie-graph, box-and-whisker, etc.

3) How do we analyze the data?

3 Questions about our Question
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  What is the best way to communicate results of the data collected?  What is the question we 
are trying to answer.  Are we looking for the most popular entry?  Are we looking to see a 
range of values and where most entries lie within that range?  Are we looking to compare a 
closed set of values?  Are we measuring a trend over time?
  Our representation will change depending on what we are trying to show.



What question are we trying to answer?

1) How should we collect our data?
    tally sheet, stem-and-leaf  plot, survey, digital survey, etc.

2) How should we organize and represent the data collected?
    spreadsheet, bar- , line- , or pie-graph, box-and-whisker, etc.

3) How do we analyze the data?
    find the mean, median, mode, range, quartiles, etc.

3 Questions about our Question
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  What do we need to calculate based upon the data collected?  Are we looking for an average 
or the most frequent value?  



How should we collect, organize, and analyze our data?

Question:
How much do the 2009 Chicago Bears weigh?

What question are we trying to answer?
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Sample question, data on the next page.



How should we collect, organize, and analyze our data?

Question:
How much do the 2009 
 Chicago Bears weigh?

Here is the data from 
 the Chicago Tribune.

How could we represent
 this data?

What question are we trying to answer?

...
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Data in a spreadsheet.  I didn’t have to gather the data, just research to find it.  It’s in a 
spreadsheet, which is organized, but not very descriptive.



How should we collect, organize, and analyze our data?

Question:
How much do the 2009 
 Chicago Bears weigh?

Here is the data from 
 the Chicago Tribune.

How could we represent
 this data?

What question are we trying to answer?

...
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A bar graph is easy to make, but is a bit overwhelming and difficult if we want to analyze the 
data (look for the average weight, for example).



How should we collect, organize, and analyze our data?

Question:
How much do the 2009 
 Chicago Bears weigh?

Here is the data from 
 the Chicago Tribune.

How could we represent
 this data?

What question are we trying to answer?

...

complicated
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transition slide



How should we collect, organize, and analyze our data?

Question:
How much do the 2009 
 Chicago Bears weigh?

Here is the data from 
 the Chicago Tribune.

How could we represent
 this data?

What question are we trying to answer?

less complicated
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  The stem-and-leaf plot above gives a better representation of the data than the bar graph, 
but is more efficient than a tally sheet may have been.
  This representation answers many questions immediately or quickly.  We’ll ask a few 
questions on the next slide.



Now that our data is organized, what questions can we answer?

What questions can we now answer?
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Questions we can now answer...



Now that our data is organized, what questions can we answer?

What is the average weight?

What is the range of  weights?

What is the middle weight?
  ... the high/low?

What is the total weight of  the team?

(next time)

What questions can we now answer?
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Questions we can now answer...  The next lesson we will actually answer them (and define the 
terms).



a small, local collection group

  What are the most common letters in the names of everyone in the class?

 a small number of  choices

  What is the most difficult grade in middle school: 6, 7, or 8?

 non-numeric values

  What is your favorite video game?

When to Use a Tally Sheet
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 Sample questions that work for tallying



a large collection group

  What are the heights of everyone in the school?

 a collection group across distances

  What is the most difficult grade in middle school: 6, 7, or 8?

 media-related questions

  Which tune should be our new school song?

When to Use Online Data Collection
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 Sample questions that work for online data collection



when you want to know a range of  values

  What are the ages of the teachers in the school?

 when you want to quickly see frequency of  values at levels 

  What were the students’ scores on the last test?

 when you want to find the middle value of  a data set

  What is the average GPA of school sports teams?

When to Use Stem & Leaf Plots
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 Sample questions that work for stem & leaf plots



What do you want to know?  What are you interested in?

What Questions Do You Have?

music
social
justice

exercise
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Homework: Pick a topic to research....



What do you want to know?  What are you interested in?

What Questions Do You Have?

music
social
justice

exerciseWhat questions are you going to ask?
How will you gather the data?

and
How will you organize the data?
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Homework: Pick a topic to research.... and gather the data.  Give more examples.  Discuss 
whether students need to research for data (Bears’ weights) or poll a group of people (lunch).



Disclaimer
All photos contained are used under

creative commons rights.

Monday Lunch... yum
http://www.flickr.com/photos/stepol/3779471411/

mhs portraits
http://www.flickr.com/photos/robinhalp/3609456448/

youth social justice meeting
http://www.flickr.com/photos/brandejackson/2979969822/

music lover: one & more
http://www.flickr.com/photos/wollbinho/3580939805/
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the fine print

http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hometowninvasion/306926264/

